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Abstract – The calculation and evaluation of traffic noise is an important task in urban road design.
Roundabouts are a common form of urban road intersection. The complexity of traffic operations makes the
calculation of traffic noise near a roundabout challenging. To explore traffic noise at roundabouts, a cellular
automaton traffic flow model for a two-lane roundabout is established. Based on this model, a dynamic
simulation method for traffic noise at roundabouts is proposed. The traffic operation and noise emissions at
a roundabout are simulated. The vehicle speed distribution and traffic noise distribution at the roundabout
are analysed, and the relationship between the traffic volume and sound power level of the cells is discussed.
Finally, the proposed method is compared with existing traffic noise models, and the accuracy and efficiency
of the proposed method are verified. The results of this paper show that the speed distribution and noise
emission distribution at the roundabout are not uniform. When the traffic volume increases to saturation,
the noise emission on the ring road will not keep increasing, and the sound power level of the cells on the inner
ring is approximately 2 dBA higher than that of the outer ring. The methods and results in this paper may be
valuable for road traffic design and noise control.
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1 Introduction

With continued urbanization, noise pollution has
become a worldwide problem threatening public health
[1]. Many studies have shown that long-term exposure to
high-intensity noise may cause annoyance [2], sleep disor-
ders [3], learning impairments [4, 5], and even heart disease
[6]. The equivalent sound level (Leq) calculated by the
energy average principle is currently used as the main traffic
noise evaluation index. However, significant variance in
community response to road traffic noise was reported in
a recent meta-analysis performed by the World Health
Organization, which was attributed to the use of an
energy-average noise indicator as the sole predictor of
adverse effects [7, 8]. To complement the use of standard
energy-average noise levels, other more effective traffic noise
assessment methods have been proposed, including statisti-
cal analysis [9] and several supplementary noise indicators
that describe the emergence of identifiable noise events
[10–12]. The equivalent sound level (Leq) can generally be
predicted by conventional traffic noise prediction models
with reasonable accuracy, but these models are unable to

assess the temporal dynamics of noise. To predict the
temporal dynamics and statistical sound levels of noise,
dynamic traffic noise modelling is required.

At present, the main traffic noise prediction models can
be divided into static models and dynamic models. Some
classic road traffic noise prediction models, such as the
FHWA model in the United States [13, 14], the CNOSSOS
model in Europe [15], the CORTN model in the United
Kingdom [16], and the ASJ-RTN model in Japan [17], are
all static models. Static models generally use the average
speed of the road to calculate the noise emission of the vehi-
cle, making them suitable for predicting the equivalent
sound level Leq over a period of time; however, they cannot
predict the temporal dynamics of noise. To improve the pre-
diction accuracy at an intersection, some static models also
provide acceleration correction or intersection correction
[18, 19]. Different from static models, dynamic traffic noise
models simulate the running process of traffic flows, collect
the real-time motion parameters of each vehicle, such as
speed and acceleration, and use these parameters to
calculate the real-time noise emissions from each vehicle.
Then, the instantaneous noise energy contribution of each
vehicle is superimposed to obtain an instantaneous sound
level at the receiving point. A dynamic traffic noise model*Corresponding author: lifeng@gpnu.edu.cn
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can obtain an instantaneous sound level that dynamically
changes over a period of time. Using the statistics of the
instantaneous sound level, more noise evaluation indicators
can be predicted, such as the statistical sound level, equiv-
alent sound level, traffic noise index, etc. To obtain the real-
time motion state parameters of vehicles, dynamic traffic
noise models generally use a microscopic traffic simulation
tool to simulate traffic flow [20–25].

A roundabout is a common formof traffic organization at
the intersection of two roads. The complexity of traffic con-
ditions makes the calculation of traffic noise near a round-
about challenging. Some studies have been devoted to the
modelling and analysis of traffic noise at roundabouts,
including the statistical analysis of traffic noise at round-
abouts [26], noise emissions at roundabouts [27], static calcu-
lation models [28, 29] and dynamic simulation methods
[30–33]. At present, dynamic simulation methods have
achieved good results in predicting traffic noise at round-
abouts [33]. Many dynamic traffic noise models use micro-
scopic traffic simulation software as “Paramics” to obtain
dynamic traffic flow parameters [23, 24, 33]. The cellular
automata traffic flow model is a simple and effective traffic
flow simulation method [34]. It uses simple evolution rules
to simulate complex traffic phenomena. In recent years,
there have beenmany reports on the use of cellular automata
models to analyse the laws of traffic flows [35–37]. Several
effective cellular automata models have been established to
assess complex traffic flows at roundabouts [38–42], but
the cellular automaton model is rarely mentioned in traffic
noise dynamic modelling. Using the simple evolution rules
of the cellular automaton model to realize dynamic traffic
noise modelling can simplify the calculation of dynamic
traffic noise, and thus this is a new method worth exploring.

The goal of this paper is to explore a new method for
dynamic traffic noise modelling at roundabouts using a cel-
lular automaton traffic flow model. This method uses a
two-lane cellular automaton traffic flow model to simulate
the traffic conditions at a roundabout and uses a probability
distribution model to calculate the real-time noise emissions
of each vehicle. In this way, this method can obtain indica-
tors such as instantaneous sound level, hourly equivalent
sound level, and statistical sound level at roundabouts and
can be used to analyse the relationships between traffic flow
parameters and the spatial distribution of noise emissions.
The remainder of paper is organized as follows. A two-lane
cellular automaton traffic flow model for a roundabout is
proposed in Section 2. A dynamic traffic noise simulation
model and its calculation process are given in Section 3.
Section 4 presents the calculation results of the model and
discusses the distribution of traffic noise at roundabouts.
Finally, some conclusions are offered in Section 5.

2 Cellular automaton traffic flow model at
roundabout

2.1 Basic model

According to the vehicle operating characteristics of a
roundabout, a two-lane roundabout cellular automaton

traffic flow model, as shown in Figure 1, is constructed.
The loop includes an outer ring and an inner ring, each rep-
resented by 32 cells. The inner diameter of the simulated
roundabout is 50 m, the width of each lane is 3.5 m, and
the length of each cell is approximately 5.6 m. There are
4 entrances and exits at the roundabout, each of which is
one-lane and is represented by 12 cells. The cell is repre-
sented by a multidimensional data structure and records
information such as the vehicle occupancy, the vehicle type,
the vehicle speed, the target exit, and the noise emission in
the current state. To simulate a reasonable vehicle speed,
assuming that each time step is 1 s and the maximum
vehicle speed vmax = 3 cell/s, the corresponding actual
vehicle speed is approximately 60 km/h. The speed of the
vehicle may take four states: 0, 1, 2, and 3 cells/s.

2.2 Evolution steps

The operating rules of the vehicle are established based
on the classic NaSch model [34]. During step t ? t + 1, the
vehicles in the model travel in four steps: acceleration,
deceleration, random slowing, and movement. Here t is a
discrete time step. In the calculations in this article, t is
expressed in seconds.

Step 1: acceleration. Under the condition that the front
space is sufficient, the vehicle expects to drive at maximum
speed, expressed as:

vi t þ 1ð Þ ! min vi tð Þ þ 1; vi;max½ �; ð1Þ

where vi(t + 1) is the speed of the i-th vehicle at time
t + 1, vi(t) is the speed of the i-th vehicle at time t, and
vi,max is the maximum speed of the i-th vehicle. In the
calculations in this article, the speed of the vehicle is
expressed in cells/s.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the cellular automaton traffic
flow model for two-lane roundabouts.
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Step 2: deceleration. When the current space is insuffi-
cient, to avoid collision with the preceding vehicle, deceler-
ation measures are taken, which means:

vi t þ 1ð Þ ! min vi tð Þ; di;F½ �; ð2Þ

where di,F is the distance between the i-th vehicle and the
vehicle in front, that is, the number of empty cells
between the two vehicles.

Step 3: random slowing. To reflect the deceleration
caused by some uncertain factors, set p to the random slow-
ing probability. When p occurs, there are:

vi t þ 1ð Þ ! max vi tð Þ � 1; 0½ �: ð3Þ

Step 4: movement. The vehicle travels at the adjusted
speed and is expressed as:

xi t þ 1ð Þ ! xi tð Þ þ vi t þ 1ð Þ; ð4Þ
where xi(t + 1) is the cell number of the i-th vehicle at
time t + 1, represented by a positive integer, and xi(t) is
the cell number of the i-th vehicle at time t.

2.3 Lane change rules

The ring road adopts a two-lane model, and vehicles can
change lanes under certain conditions. For a vehicle to
change lane, three conditions must be met: (a) the vehicle
cannot drive at the desired speed on the current lane;
(b) the driving conditions on the side lane are better than
the current lane; (c) the current lane change will not cause
a collision. At the same time, if the distance between the
vehicle and the target exit is less than 8 cells, it will no
longer change lane to the left. In this way, the lane change
rules can be expressed as:

L ! R :

di;F < min vi tð Þ þ 1; vi;max½ �
di;RF > di;F

di;RB > vmax

;

8><
>: ð5Þ

R ! L :

di;F < min vi tð Þ þ 1; vi;max½ �
di;LF > di;F

di;LB > vmax

di;Exit � 8

;

8>>><
>>>:

ð6Þ

where di,RF, di,RB, di,LF, and di,LB represents the number of
empty cells between the current vehicle to the front/
behind vehicle on the right/left lane, and di,Exit represents
the number of cells from the current vehicle to the target
exit. When the vehicle meets the lane change conditions,
the lane change will be performed with a certain probabil-
ity and before the four steps described in the previous
section.

2.4 Other driving rules

We have the following operational rules for the vehicles
in the model:

1. When the vehicle on the entrance lane cell approaches
the outer ring, if the cell in front of the vehicle is
empty, the vehicle moves forward one cell into the
outer ring with a certain probability; otherwise, the
vehicle will wait for the next gap.

2. When the vehicle on the ring road approaches the exit
(less than 4 cells from the exit), the vehicle is preferen-
tially driven in the outer ring to drive out of the
roundabout. If the vehicle is in the inner ring, it stops
if necessary and then finds the right time to change
lanes to the outer ring.

3. If vehicles on the inner ring, the outer ring, and the
entrance lane wish to occupy the same cell at the next
time step, the vehicle on the outer ring takes prece-
dence, the vehicle on the inner ring takes the second
priority, and the vehicle at the entrance takes the
third priority.

4. At each time step, when the first cell of the entrance
lane is empty, a new vehicle will enter the system with
a certain probability, and a represents the probability
of vehicle occurrence. When the vehicle reaches the
last cell in the exit lane, the vehicle will exit the sys-
tem and be logged off.

3 Traffic noise simulation method
3.1 Noise calculation model

This paper only discusses the emission and distribution
of traffic noise in a small area near a roundabout, ignores
the influence of obstacles and air absorption, and only con-
siders the noise emission of the vehicles and the distance
attenuation. Every vehicle on the road is considered a point
source, so the sound pressure level of the i-th time step at
the receiving point that is emitted by the j-th vehicle can
be expressed as:

Li;j ¼ L0 þ LD i;jð Þ; ð7Þ

where L0 denotes the sound pressure level of a single vehi-
cle measured at a standard distance and can be considered
a vehicle noise emission model and LD(i,j) denotes the dis-
tance attenuation.

The distance attenuation can be expressed as:

LD i;jð Þ ¼ 10log10
d2
0

d2
i;j

¼ 10log10
d2
0

xi;j � x0
� �2 þ yi;j � y0

� �2 ; ð8Þ

where d0 denotes the reference distance when measuring
the noise emission of a single vehicle, which is 7.5 m in
the Chinese Standard “GB 1495-2002” [43], di,j denotes
the distance from the vehicle to the receiving point, xi,j
and yi,j denote the coordinates of the vehicle, and x0 and
y0 denote the coordinates of the receiving point.

By summing the sound energy of each vehicle at a time
step, we can obtain the instantaneous sound level:

Li ¼ 10log10
Xmi

j¼1

100:1Li;j
 !

; ð9Þ
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where mi is the number of vehicles on the road at the i-th
time step.

After simulating t time steps, the noise energy at the
receiving point is averaged over time to obtain the equiva-
lent sound level (Leq), which is expressed as,

Leq ¼ 10 log10

Pt
i¼110

0:1Li

t
: ð10Þ

3.2 Noise emission of a single vehicle

In a previous work, we carried out experimental mea-
surements on the noise emissions of a single vehicle [44].
The experimental site was set up in accordance with the
Chinese standard GB 1495-2002 (limits of external noise
of an accelerating vehicle and relevant measurement meth-
ods) [43]. The traffic on the experimental road was suffi-
ciently light, and there were no obvious sound obstacles
within 50 m. The sound level meters were placed 1.2 m
above the ground and 7.5 m from the traffic lane on each
side of the road, and a speedometer was used to record
the speed of the vehicle passing by. In addition, we also
measured the noise emission of the vehicle when idling.
The distance between the sound level meter and the vehicle
is still 7.5 m, the vehicle remains stationary and the gearbox
is neutral, but the engine is working. According to Chinese
standard GA 802-2019 (Road Traffic Management-Types
of Motor Vehicles) [45], vehicles are classified into three
types: light vehicles, with a weight less than 2 tons; medium
vehicles, with a weight of 2 – 12 tons; and heavy vehicles,
with a weight greater than 12 tons. A total of 3300 vehicles
were measured for noise emissions, including 2429 light
vehicles, 354 medium vehicles and 517 heavy vehicles.

Regression curves between the vehicle noise emission and
speed can be established using the experimental measure-
ment data, as shown in Figure 2. The noise emission regres-
sion curve obtained through the experiment is similar to the
model provided in the Chinese standard JTG B03-2006
(Specifications for Environmental Impact Assessment of
Highways) [46]. Previous studies have shown that it is feasi-
ble to use regression functions to calculate vehicle noise emis-
sions in the dynamic simulation of traffic noise [23, 24, 33].
However, due to the discrete nature of the cellular automa-
ton model, this model is more suitable to use the probability
model of noise emissions instead of classic regression func-
tion models such as JTG B03-2006, ASJ-RTN, and
Harmonoise. The reason is that the vehicle speed in the
established cellular automaton model is discrete, with only
four different values of 0, 1, 2, and 3 cells/s, which represent
the corresponding actual vehicle speeds of 0, 20, 40, and
60 km/h. If a regression function is used, then the vehicle
noise emission will have only a few different values, which
cannot reflect the randomness of vehicle noise emissions.
Therefore, this paper uses a probability model to replace
the regression function to reflect the diversity of vehicle noise
emissions.

In the calculations in this paper, we use the vehicle noise
emission probability distribution model established in a

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2. The regression curve between vehicle speed and
noise emissions based on measured data. (a) Light vehicles;
(b) medium vehicles; (c) heavy vehicles.
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previous work [44]. The following is a brief description of
the method of establishing the probability distribution
model; see Ref. [44] for details. For each vehicle type, the
collected vehicle noise emission data were divided into
four groups: idle speed, 0–20 km/h, 20–50 km/h and more
than 50 km/h. The normal distribution test was performed
on each set of noise emission data, and it was found that
each set of data satisfies the assumption of a normal distri-
bution. Therefore, for vehicles in each speed range, their
noise emissions can be represented by a normal distribution
function, which is represented as L0 – N(l, r2). Table 1
shows the l and r values obtained by the experiment for
the three types of vehicles at four speed grades. In the cal-
culation of this model, first determine which speed range
the vehicle speed belongs to and then generate a normally
distributed random number according to the parameters
in Table 1 to represent the instantaneous noise emission
of the vehicle.

3.3 Simulation process

As shown in Figure 3, the established cellular automa-
ton traffic flow model and traffic noise calculation model
are combined to dynamically simulate the traffic noise at
the roundabout. First, the cellular automaton model is used
to simulate the traffic flow at the roundabout. In each step
forward, the type, speed, and position of all vehicles on the
road in the current state are output to the traffic noise cal-
culation model. Then, the noise emissions of each vehicle
are generated, and the propagation attenuation of the noise
is calculated to obtain the current instantaneous sound level
at the receiving point. In this way, the instantaneous sound
level of each step is calculated. After a period of simulation,
the dynamic changes in noise can be analysed based on a
series of obtained instantaneous sound levels, and noise
indicators such as equivalent sound level and statistical
sound level can be calculated.

Table 1. The mean and standard deviation of noise emission of a single vehicle at 7.5 m (in dBA).

Speed (km/h) Heavy vehicles Medium vehicles Light vehicles

l r l r l r

0 63.3 4.52 58.5 4.26 53.8 3.04
0 – 20 72.6 7.48 62.7 6.36 57.5 4.68
20 – 50 78.0 4.97 72.9 4.78 66.5 3.88
50 – 100 80.7 5.35 78.5 6.13 72.1 3.23

Figure 3. The logical framework diagram of traffic noise dynamic simulation includes three parts: cellular automaton traffic flow
simulation, dynamic traffic noise calculation, and result output.
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The calculation method and process described above
were written into a C language program to simulate the
traffic noise at roundabouts. To observe the change in
traffic flow and traffic noise during the process of a increas-
ing from 0.01 to 0.2, for each level of a, 5000 simulation
steps were performed, and the last 3600 steps were taken
as valid data for statistical analysis. In all simulations, the
vehicle occurrence probability a at each entrance is equal,
and the proportion of all vehicles turning right, going
straight, and turning left is 1/3. The ratio of heavy,

medium, and light vehicles is set to 0.2: 0.1: 0.7, and the
random slowdown probability p is set to 0.1. The simulated
roundabout is completely flat, and the vehicle noise emis-
sion is not affected by the slope. At each step of the simu-
lation, data such as cell occupancy, speed, and noise
emissions are recorded.

4 Results and discussion
4.1 Traffic flow simulation

The vehicle running dynamic data on the ring is the out-
put, and the 200-second data when a = 0.05 are randomly
drawn into time-space plots, as shown in Figure 4.
The inner ring lane and the outer ring lane are each com-
posed of 32 cells. The cell numbers are shown in Figure 1.
The numbers of the four exit cells on the outer ring are 8,
16, 24, and 32, which are marked with vertical lines in
Figure 4. The time-space plot of the inner ring appears to
be orderly, indicating that the vehicles on the inner ring
run smoothly and are less disturbed by entrances and exits.
Nevertheless, some vehicles may stop and wait at positions
2–3 cells before each exit. The reason is that the vehicles
need to leave the roundabout and wait for the opportunity
to change to the outer ring. In contrast, the time–space plot
of the outer ring looks chaotic, and vehicles are prone to
congestion under the influence of entrances and exits. The
midway joining and leaving of vehicles are another cause
of chaos in the time-space plot of the outer ring.

We use the ratio of the number of nonempty cells to the
total number of cells to represent the traffic density. The
average speed of all cells and the traffic density of the
roundabout are calculated at different traffic volume levels,
and the results are shown in Figure 5. With increasing traf-
fic density, the average speed approximately linearly
decreases, which is in accordance with the general law of
traffic engineering. The maximum speed of the model is

Figure 4. Time-space plots for the inner ring and outer ring
with a = 0.05 and Q � 720 veh/h.

Figure 5. The relationship between traffic density and average
speed at the roundabout obtained by simulation.
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3 cell/s, but when the traffic volume is light, the average
speed is approximately 2.1 cell/s. The reason is that the
vehicle driving states change frequently at the roundabout,
and the average speed is affected by factors such as vehicles
changing lanes, random slowing, and decelerating when
entering and exiting the roundabout. When the traffic
density reaches more than 0.6, the traffic at the roundabout
becomes congested, and the average speed is almost 0.
It should be noted that the traffic density of the exit lane
is still low at this time, and the traffic density on the ring
road is close to 0.8.

During the simulation, the speed of the vehicle on
each cell at each instant is recorded. After 1 h (3600 s) of
simulation, the average speed of the vehicle on each cell
can be counted. When a is 0.01, 0.05, and 0.1, the corre-
sponding traffic volumes are approximately 144, 720, and
1440 veh/h, which represent three levels of traffic volume:
low, medium, and high. Figure 6 shows the cell average
speed distribution under three traffic levels. Consistent with
the results in Figure 5, the average speed of the cells
decreases significantly with the increase in traffic. The speed
of the cells near the entrance and exit on the ring road
decreases significantly. As vehicles need to ensure safety
before entering the ring road, the speed of several cells in
front of each entrance also decreases significantly. The cell
speed of the exit lane is significantly higher than that of
the entrance lane. At high traffic levels, even if the average
speed of the entrance and ring roads has dropped to less than
1 cell/s, vehicles in the exit lane can still leave the round-
about at a speed of more than 2 cell/s. From the above data,
the simulation results of the proposed model for traffic at
roundabouts are reasonable. Next, we will discuss the emis-
sion and distribution of traffic noise on this basis.

4.2 Distribution of sound power level at roundabouts

In previous studies, to simplify the calculation of noise
at roundabouts, it was often assumed that the intensity
of the sound sources on the roundabout was equal every-
where. In fact, Figure 6 shows that the speed distribution

on the ring road is not uniform, so the sound source inten-
sity on the ring road may also be unevenly distributed. To
assess this issue, we introduce the average sound power level
of the cell (LAWC) as an evaluation parameter. In the previ-
ous vehicle noise emission calculation, L0 in Equation (7) is
the A-weighted sound level measured at 7.5 m from the
vehicle. Therefore, the sound power level of the vehicle
can be expressed as:

Lveh ¼ L0 þ 10 log10 2 � p � 7:52� � ¼ L0 þ 25:5: ð11Þ
Then, the relative sound power of the cell at any time can
be expressed as:

W i ¼
W 0 � 100:1�Lveh ; When the cell is occupied by a vehicle

0; When the cell is empty

(
;

ð12Þ
where Wo = 10�12 (Watts) – reference sound power. After
simulating t time steps, the average sound power level of the
cell can be calculated by:

LAWC ¼ 10log10

Pt
i¼1W i

t
: ð13Þ

Considering different vehicle incidence levels, the noise
emission for 1 h (3600 s) is simulated, and the average
sound power level of each cell is calculated according to
Equation (13). The results are shown in Figure 7. It is easy
to see that as the traffic volume increases, the sound power
level of the cells on the ring road increases and tends to be
uniform, although the average speed decreases. When the
vehicle incidence a is 0.01, 0.05, and 0.1, the average sound
power levels of all cells on the ring road are 82.4 dB(A),
85.3 dB(A), and 87.6 dB(A). Corresponding to the speed
distribution (Fig. 6), the cell sound power level of the cell
near the entrance and exit on the ring road is lower than
that at other locations, even under heavy traffic conditions
(Fig. 7c). Although the average speed is low, the sound
power level at the entrance approach does not drop signifi-
cantly because the entrance approach often has vehicle
queuing, and the cell occupancy rate is higher than other

Figure 6. The average speed distribution of the cells at the roundabout obtained by simulation. (a) a = 0.01; (b) a = 0.05;
(c) a = 0.1.
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Figure 7. Hourly average sound power level distribution of cells at the roundabout obtained by simulation. (a) a = 0.01; (b) a = 0.05;
(c) a = 0.1.

Figure 8. Comparison of sound power levels of the cells in different positions.
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locations. It should be noted that the sound power levels of
several cells in each exit lane are quite different, which may
be a small defect of this model. The reason is that vehicle
tend to drive at the maximum speed in the exit lane, so
some cells are likely to be crossed, which reduces the num-
ber of noise emissions recorded by these cells.

To further explore the differences in the sound power
level of the cells at different positions, we select the instan-
taneous sound power level data of the cells at four different
positions, as shown in Figure 8a, for comparative analysis.
Positions 1–4 represent four different traffic attributes of
the outer ring, inner ring, ring entrance, and exit quickly
leaving. Two hundred continuous time steps were randomly
selected, and the instantaneous sound power level scatter
diagram of these four cells was drawn (Figs. 8b–8d). When
a = 0.01, the traffic volume is small, the vehicle speed is
high, and the instantaneous sound power levels of the four
cells have no obvious differences. As the traffic volume
increases, the instantaneous sound power levels of the four
cells gradually form a stratification. When a = 0.1, the
sound power level of cell 4 is the highest, cell 1 and cell 2
are the next highest, and cell 3 is the lowest. This is caused
by the different speeds of the four positions. The vehicles at
cell 3 often need to slow down and wait for the opportunity
to enter the ring road, so the speed is the lowest. The vehi-
cle at cell 4 is accelerating and driving away, and the vehicle
speed is the highest. There is no obvious difference between
the speeds of cell 1 and cell 2, and the sound power levels
are similar. The number of points in the figure represents
the number of times the cell emits noise and the number
of times the cell is occupied by vehicles. For example, the
number of scattered points of cells 1–4 in Figure 8 is 57,
43, 103, and 39, which can reflect that cell 3 has the highest
vehicle occupancy rate, and cell 4 has the lowest.

Figure 9 shows the comparison of the average sound
power levels of the cells of the inner ring and the outer ring.
When the traffic volume at the roundabout is low (less than
1200 veh/h), there is no significant difference in the average
sound power level between the inner ring and the outer
ring. However, when the traffic volume continues to
increase, the sound power level of the inner ring is 1–2 dB
higher than that of the outer ring. The reason is that when
the traffic volume is high, the speed of vehicles on the outer
ring is more affected by entrances and exits, and the speed
is lower. Traffic volume and speed are the two main factors
that determine traffic noise emissions, and there is a mutual
restriction between them. In this example, when the traffic
volume reaches more than 1700 veh/h, the traffic noise
emission will no longer increase due to the decrease in speed.
This shows that there is an upper limit for the traffic noise
emission in the system, which is consistent with the research
conclusion of Ref. [33].

4.3 Comparison with other methods

Makarewicz et al. [29] established a static model of noise
prediction for roundabouts using the principle of energy
integration. Since vehicle noise emissions were not given

in Ref. [29], we use vehicle emissions in the Chinese stan-
dard JTG B03-2006 instead [46]. The proposed model and
the static model given in Ref. [29] are used to calculate
the distribution of Leq,1h around the roundabout under
the same traffic conditions. The traffic parameters are as
follows: the vehicle occurrence rate at each entrance is
0.1, and the corresponding traffic volume at the roundabout
is approximately 1440 veh/h. The probability of the vehicle
turning right, going straight, and turning left around the
island is 1/3.

The noise distribution diagrams calculated by the two
methods are shown in Figure 10. The distributions of Leq,1h

calculated by the two methods have little difference. At the
same position, the result of this model is 2 – 3 dBA higher
than that of Ref. [29]. The reason is that the vehicle noise
emission of this model is slightly higher than the Chinese
standard JTG B03-2006 in the low-speed range. The con-
tours of the static model (Fig. 10b) appear smoother than
those of the proposed model (Fig. 10a) near the roadway.
This is because the cellular automaton model is discrete,
and the vehicle moves in a beating manner, but this does
not affect the overall noise distribution. It should be noted
that the noise contour tends to narrow at each exit, which
may be inconsistent with the actual situation. The reason is
that the model only considers the influence of vehicles
within ±100 m and ignores the noise of vehicles outside
the range.

To test the effectiveness of the model for dynamic noise
prediction, we compare the calculation results of the pro-
posed model with the dynamic simulation method given in
Ref. [33]. In Ref. [33], the authors employedmicroscopic traf-
fic simulation software (Paramics) to simulate traffic and
obtain the input parameters for dynamic noise calculation,
and the traffic noise at a roundabout and a signal-
controlled intersection were simulated. The simulated noise
values of 8 monitoring points were compared with the mea-
sured values. The results show that the simulated values are
close to the measured values, which proves that the method
in Ref. [33] has high accuracy. The difference is that the pro-

Figure 9. Comparison of the average sound power levels of the
cells in the inner ring and the outer ring.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 10. The simulated equivalent sound level (Leq) distribution near the roundabout. (a) The proposed model with a = 0.1 and
Q � 1440 veh/h; (b) the model given in Ref. [29] with Q � 1440 veh/h.
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posed method uses a cellular automata traffic flow model to
replace the microscopic traffic simulation software. We use
these two methods to build a two-lane roundabout of the
same scale, and the traffic volume is set to 1440 veh/h, which
is consistent with the traffic volume when a = 0.1 in this
paper. Both methods use the same vehicle noise emission
model and noise propagation attenuation model.

We calculate the instantaneous sound levels and the
hourly equivalent sound levels of the five monitoring points
P1–P5 shown in Figure 10. Figure 11 shows the instanta-
neous sound levels for 300 consecutive seconds and equiva-
lent sound levels (Leq) at the 5 monitoring points. From the
comparison of the equivalent sound levels, the result of
the static model given in Ref. [29] is 2 – 3 dBA lower than

Figure 11. Comparison of simulation results between the proposed model and the models given in Refs. [29] and [33].

Table 2. Simulation results of traffic noise at positions P1–P5 with Q � 1440 veh/h (in dBA).

Evaluation indexes Models P1 P2 P3 P4 P5

Leq The proposed model 64.3 66.1 69.7 66.1 64.2
The dynamic model in Ref. [33] 65.5 64.8 67.6 65.1 65.3
The static model in Ref. [29] 62.3 63.8 66.3 63.8 62.3

L10 The proposed model 66.4 68.2 72.3 68.1 66.5
The dynamic model in Ref. [33] 69.3 67.9 70.4 68.0 69.2
The static model in Ref. [29] – – – – –

L50 The proposed model 63.7 65.4 68.5 65.5 63.4
The dynamic model in Ref. [33] 63.2 63.8 66.9 64.1 63.2
The static model in Ref. [29] – – – – –

L90 The proposed model 61.2 63.1 65.8 63.2 61.2
The dynamic model in Ref. [33] 58.0 60.1 63.0 61.1 57.8
The static model in Ref. [29] – – – – –
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the proposed model. The reason has been mentioned above:
the vehicle noise emission of this model is slightly higher
than the Chinese standard JTG B03-2006 in the low-speed
range. The equivalent sound levels obtained by the two
dynamic models (the proposed model and the model given
in Ref. [33]) are close, and the average difference is
1.34 dBA. However, it should be noted that the result of
the proposed model is greater at the locations close to the
centre of the intersection as P2, P3 and P4 and smaller at
the locations far from the centre of the intersection as P1
and P5. The simulation results given in Table 2 further
illustrate this phenomenon. At P1 and P5, the difference
between L10 and L90 obtained by the proposed model are
smaller than that of the model in Ref. [33], which has a
wider distribution of instantaneous sound level values, so
the Leq calculated from the average sound energy is higher.
The deeper reason may be that the speed change range of
the proposed model at the four exits is smaller, and the
influence of vehicles outside the simulation range is ignored,
so the instantaneous sound level fluctuation range calcu-
lated by the proposed model is smaller. Judging from the
curve of the instantaneous sound level, the instantaneous
sound level of the proposed model jumps quickly and
appears to be irregular. This is because the vehicle noise
emission of the proposed model uses a probability distribu-
tion model instead of a regression model.

4.4 The advantages and disadvantages
of the model

Compared with the static traffic noise prediction model,
the advantage of the proposed model is that it contains
complete traffic operation information. According to these
simulated traffic data, the relationship between traffic
volume and speed can be obtained, the capacity of round-
abouts can be inferred, and the traffic congestion status
can be analysed. For example, by continuously increasing

the probability of occurrence of vehicles in the cellular
automaton model and simultaneously counting the number
of vehicles entering the ring and the average speed of the
ring, the relationship curve between traffic volume and
speed can be obtained, as shown by the black curve in
Figure 12. The curve is similar to a parabola after rotation,
which is consistent with the conclusion of traffic engineer-
ing. The upper part of the curve represents the non-
congested state, and the speed decreases with increasing
traffic volume. The lower part of the curve represents the
congestion state, and the speed and traffic volume decrease
as the congestion increases. It can be inferred that the traf-
fic capacity of the roundabout is approximately 1700 veh/h.
Traffic volume and speed are two important parameters for
traffic noise prediction, and they are not independent of
each other but have a specific relationship. The static traffic
noise model ignores the relationship between traffic volume
and speed, which may lead to incorrect parameter inputs.
Figure 12 also shows Leq,1h at point P3 as calculated by dif-
ferent methods under different traffic conditions. When the
traffic is not congested, the results of the proposed model
are close to those of the model given in Ref. [29]. However,
when the traffic is congested, the results of the two models
show a large difference. Under the same conditions of input
traffic volume and speed, the result of the proposed model is
5 – 6 dBA higher than that of the model given in Ref. [29].
The reason is that this model uses the same noise emission
function when the vehicle speed is less than 20 km/h, while
the regression model used for the model in Ref. [29] gives
lower noise emissions at low speeds. It is impossible to
directly determine which model is more accurate under
congested traffic conditions, which requires a verification
of the measured data. It should be noted that if the impact
of traffic volume on speed is ignored and the speed is
assumed to be constant at a certain value (such as
30 km/h), the static model cannot distinguish between con-
gested and non-congested states, and the noise prediction
under traffic congested states is invalid.

Compared with the general dynamic traffic noise model,
the proposed model also has the advantage of fast calcula-
tion speed. The computer configuration used in this article
is an Intel Core i3 8350K CPU at 4.0 GHz, 8 GB of
memory, and single-threaded calculations. Under the same
computer configuration conditions, the calculation time
required by the proposed method is approximately 20 s,
while the method in Ref. [33] requires approximately
3 min. This is due to the simple evolution rules of the
cellular automata traffic flow model. From this perspective,
the traffic noise calculation efficiency of the proposed
method is higher.

The proposed model may still have some shortcomings.
On the one hand, the speed of the vehicle has only four dif-
ferent states, so the simulation of traffic may be inaccurate.
On the other hand, the noise emission model used in the
proposed model was measured under uniform speeds with-
out considering the impact of vehicle acceleration on noise.
This may cause some errors on the roads that are signifi-
cantly accelerated. These problems will be improved in
future research work.

Figure 12. The relationship between the average speed and the
traffic volume of the roundabout obtained by the proposed
model and the relationship between Leq,1h at monitoring point
P3 and the traffic volume.
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5 Conclusion

This paper presents a cellular automaton traffic flow
model for a two-lane roundabout. On this basis, a vehicle
noise emission probability model is integrated into the
traffic flow simulation to realize the dynamic simulation
of traffic noise at roundabouts. During the operation of
the cellular automaton, the dynamic simulation of traffic
noise is realized by loading the vehicle noise emission model
and the noise propagation attenuation calculation model.
The proposed method can not only calculate the noise at
the receiving point near a roundabout but also reflect the
dynamic changes in noise and the characteristics of road
noise emissions. The effectiveness of the proposed model is
verified by comparison with the current traffic noise predic-
tion model at roundabouts. In summary, the method pro-
posed in this paper may have good application prospects
in traffic and noise analysis at roundabouts.
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